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product specifications

Physical Description Clear Liquid

Viscosity

 

Water Thin

Color

 

Water White

 

Odor

 

Odorless to mildly pungent

Weight per Gallon 8.75 lb. / gal

pH

 

5.0 to 5.4

Storage Stability

 

D.O.T. Shipping label
 

 

 

 

technical bulletin

low temperature machine sanitizer

Graphite is a concentrated inorganic fluoride based acid cleaner that com-
pletely removes unsightly toilet rings without phyiscal exertion. It eliminates in 
minutes rust, lime and mineral stains from showers, bathtubs, urinals and other 
hard surfaces.

Removes rust, lime, mineral deposits and more, leaving toilet bowls 
and urinals sprakling clean.

Gets the job done rapidly - in one to three minutes flat, without 
physical scrubbing.  

Formulated with surfactants to aid dwell time of product in stain 
region.

Class 8: Corrosive liquid

fusion series is our line of housekeeping products designed to be easy to 
use, efficient and safe. From state-of-the-art dispensing solutions to clear, simple 
color-named packaging, we’ve created fusion products in ways that make house-
keeping a pleasure. 

1 year minimum

fusion series technical bulletin

graphite
santec

restore and renew 
toilet bowl ring remover clean needs. met. TM

Can use effectively on most acid resistant surfaces including porce-
lain, stainless steel, chrome, melamine, ceramic and quarry tiles - 
provided the cleaned surfaces are thoroughly rinsed within minutes 
after application of Graphite.

optimal applications Public buildings, schools, airports, sports 
stadiums, home renovations, hotels, motels, hospitals, health care 
facilites, nursing homes and apartment complexes.

ideal for public restrooms, urinals, toilet bowls, showers, tubs and 
tiles, tiled walls and floors

Flash Point None
notes

To avoid dulling, scratching or etching of glazed surfaces, do not use 
Graphite on a regular basis. Use it every 2-3 months or when stains 
begin to re-appear.

When applying to tinted fixtures test on a concealed area first to 
insure no discoloration occurs.  


